Pro Java Ee Spring Patterns Best Practices
And Design Strategies Implementing Java Ee
Patterns With The Spring Framework Experts
Voice In Open Source
Yeah, reviewing a ebook Pro Java Ee Spring Patterns Best Practices And Design Strategies
Implementing Java Ee Patterns With The Spring Framework Experts Voice In Open Source
could ensue your close links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, ability does not suggest that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as capably as promise even more than supplementary will manage to pay for each
success. adjacent to, the revelation as capably as sharpness of this Pro Java Ee Spring Patterns Best
Practices And Design Strategies Implementing Java Ee Patterns With The Spring Framework
Experts Voice In Open Source can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Advanced Java Ee Development with Wildfly Deepak Vohra 2015-06-04
Your one-stop guide to developing Java(r) EE
applications with the Eclipse IDE, Maven, and
WildFly(r) 8.1 About This Book Develop Java EE
7 applications using the WildFly platform
Discover how to use EJB 3.x, JSF 2.x, Ajax, JAXRS, JAX-WS, and Spring with WildFly 8.1 A
practical guide filled with easy-to-understand
programming examples to help you gain handson experience with Java EE development using
WildFly Who This Book Is For This book is for
professional WildFly developers. If you are
already using JBoss or WildFly but don't use the
Eclipse IDE and Maven for development, this
book will show you how the Eclipse IDE and
Maven facilitate the development of Java EE
applications with WildFly 8.1. This book does not
provide a beginner-level introduction to Java EE
as it is written as an intermediate/advanced
course in Java EE development with WildFly 8.1.
In Detail This book starts with an introduction to
EJB 3 and how to set up the environment,
including the configuration of a MySQL database
for use with WildFly. We will then develop
object-relational mapping with Hibernate 4,
build and package the application with Maven,
and then deploy it in WildFly 8.1, followed by a
demonstration of the use of Facelets in a web
application. Moving on from that, we will create

an Ajax application in the Eclipse IDE, compile
and package it using Maven, and run the web
application on WildFly 8.1 with a MySQL
database. In the final leg of this book, we will
discuss support for generating and parsing JSON
with WildFly 8.1."
Pro Spring 5 - Iuliana Cosmina 2017-10-11
Master Spring basics and core topics, and share
the authors’ insights and real–world experiences
with remoting, Hibernate, and EJB. Beyond the
basics, you'll learn how to leverage the Spring
Framework to build the various tiers and parts
of an enterprise Java application: transactions,
web and presentation tiers, deployment, and
much more. A full sample application allows you
to apply many of the technologies and
techniques covered in Pro Spring 5 and see how
they work together. This book updates the
perennial bestseller with the latest that the new
Spring Framework 5 has to offer. Now in its fifth
edition, this popular title is by far the most
comprehensive and definitive treatment of
Spring available. It covers the new functional
web framework and interoperability with Java 9.
After reading this definitive book, you'll be
armed with the power of Spring to build complex
Spring applications, top to bottom. The agile,
lightweight, open-source Spring Framework
continues to be the de facto leading enterprise
Java application development framework for
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today's Java programmers and developers. It
works with other leading open-source, agile, and
lightweight Java technologies such as Hibernate,
Groovy, MyBatis, and more. Spring now works
with Java EE and JPA 2 as well. What You'll
Learn Discover what’s new in Spring Framework
5 Use the Spring Framework with Java 9 Master
data access and transactions Work with the new
functional web framework Create microservices
and other web services Who This Book Is For
Experienced Java and enterprise Java developers
and programmers. Some experience with Spring
highly recommended.
Spring 5 Design Patterns - , Dinesh Rajput
2017-10-06
Learn various design patterns and best practices
in Spring 5 and use them to solve common
design problems. About This Book Explore best
practices for designing an application Manage
your code easily with Spring's Dependency
Injection pattern Understand the benefits that
the right design patterns can offer your toolkit
Who This Book Is For This book is for developers
who would like to use design patterns to address
common problems while designing an app using
the Spring Framework and Reactive
Programming approach. A basic knowledge of
the Spring Framework and Java is assumed.
What You Will Learn Develop applications using
dependency injection patterns Learn best
practices to design enterprise applications
Explore Aspect-Oriented Programming relating
to transactions, security, and caching. Build web
applications using traditional Spring MVC
patterns Learn to configure Spring using XML,
annotations, and Java. Implement caching to
improve application performance. Understand
concurrency and handle multiple connections
inside a web server. Utilizing Reactive
Programming Pattern to build Reactive web
applications. In Detail Design patterns help
speed up the development process by offering
well tested and proven solutions to common
problems. These patterns coupled with the
Spring framework offer tremendous
improvements in the development process. The
book begins with an overview of Spring
Framework 5.0 and design patterns. You will
understand the Dependency Injection pattern,
which is the main principle behind the
decoupling process that Spring performs, thus

making it easier to manage your code. You will
learn how GoF patterns can be used in
Application Design. You will then learn to use
Proxy patterns in Aspect Oriented Programming
and remoting. Moving on, you will understand
the JDBC template patterns and their use in
abstracting database access. Then, you will be
introduced to MVC patterns to build Reactive
web applications. Finally, you will move on to
more advanced topics such as Reactive streams
and Concurrency. At the end of this book, you
will be well equipped to develop efficient
enterprise applications using Spring 5 with
common design patterns Style and approach The
book takes a pragmatic approach, showing
various design patterns and best-practice
considerations, including the Reactive
programming approach with the Spring 5
Framework and ways to solve common
development and design problems for enterprise
applications.
Jakarta EE Cookbook - Elder Moraes
2020-05-29
An enterprise Java developer's guide to learning
JAX-RS, context and dependency injection,
JavaServer Faces (JSF), and microservices with
Eclipse MicroProfile using the latest features of
Jakarta EE Key FeaturesExplore Jakarta EE's
latest features and API specifications and
discover their benefitsBuild and deploy
microservices using Jakarta EE 8 and Eclipse
MicroProfileBuild robust RESTful web services
for various enterprise scenarios using the JAXRS, JSON-P, and JSON-B APIsBook Description
Jakarta EE is widely used around the world for
developing enterprise applications for a variety
of domains. With this book, Java professionals
will be able to enhance their skills to deliver
powerful enterprise solutions using practical
recipes. This second edition of the Jakarta EE
Cookbook takes you through the improvements
introduced in its latest version and helps you get
hands-on with its significant APIs and features
used for server-side development. You'll use
Jakarta EE for creating RESTful web services
and web applications with the JAX-RS, JSON-P,
and JSON-B APIs and learn how you can improve
the security of your enterprise solutions. Not
only will you learn how to use the most
important servers on the market, but you'll also
learn to make the best of what they have to offer
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for your project. From an architectural point of
view, this Jakarta book covers microservices,
cloud computing, and containers. It allows you
to explore all the tools for building reactive
applications using Jakarta EE and core Java
features such as lambdas. Finally, you'll discover
how professionals can improve their projects by
engaging with and contributing to the
community. By the end of this book, you'll have
become proficient in developing and deploying
enterprise applications using Jakarta EE. What
you will learnWork with Jakarta EE's most
commonly used APIs and features for server-side
developmentEnable fast and secure
communication in web applications with the help
of HTTP2Build enterprise applications with
reusable componentsBreak down monoliths into
microservices using Jakarta EE and Eclipse
MicroProfileImprove your enterprise
applications with multithreading and
concurrencyRun applications in the cloud with
the help of containersGet to grips with
continuous delivery and deployment for shipping
your applications effectivelyWho this book is for
This book is for Java EE developers who want to
build enterprise applications or update their
legacy apps with Jakarta EE's latest features and
specifications. Some experience of working with
Java EE and knowledge of web and cloud
computing will assist with understanding the
concepts covered in this book.
Web 2.0 Fundamentals: With AJAX,
Development Tools, and Mobile Platforms Oswald Campesato 2010-02-17
Designed for a broad spectrum of people with
technically diverse backgrounds, this book
covers the most recent developments in Web 2.0
programming topics and applications, including
up-to-date material on cloud computing, Google
AppEngine, Social Networks, Comet, HTML5,
semantic technology, and a chapter on the
future of the Web. This book prepares readers
for more advanced technical topics in Web 2.0.
The accompanying CD-ROM and companion
website provide code samples from the book and
appendices with an extensive set of links (over
1,000) for supplemental material and links for
the Twitter and Facebook pages. (Please note,
eBook version does not include CD-ROM).
The Definitive Guide to Spring Web Flow Erwin Vervaet 2009-02-15

Spring Web Flow is an exciting open-source
framework for developing Java web applications.
The framework improves productivity by
addressing three major pain–points facing web
application developers: user interface navigation
control, state management, and modularity. The
Definitive Guide to Spring Web Flow covers
Spring Web Flow in detail by explaining its
motivation and feature set, as well as providing
practical guidance for using the framework to
develop web applications successfully in a
number of environments.
Pro JPA 2 in Java EE 8 - Mike Keith 2018-02-01
Learn to use the Java Persistence API (JPA) and
other related APIs as found in the Java EE 8
platform from the perspective of one of the
specification creators. A one-of-a-kind resource,
this in-depth book provides both theoretical and
practical coverage of JPA usage for experienced
Java developers. Authors Mike Keith, Merrick
Schincariol and Massimo Nardone take a handson approach, based on their wealth of
experience and expertise, by giving examples to
illustrate each concept of the API and showing
how it is used in practice. The examples use a
common model from an overarching sample
application, giving you a context from which to
start and helping you to understand the
examples within an already familiar domain.
After completing Pro JPA 2 in Java EE 8, you will
have a full understanding of JPA and be able to
successfully code applications using its
annotations and APIs. The book also serves as an
excellent reference guide. What You Will Learn
Use the JPA in the context of enterprise
applications Work with object relational
mappings (ORMs), collection mappings and
more Build complex enterprise Java applications
that persist data long after the process
terminates Connect to and persist data with a
variety of databases, file formats, and more Use
queries, including the Java Persistence Query
Language (JPQL) Carry out advanced ORM,
queries and XML mappings Package, deploy and
test your Java persistence-enabled enterprise
applications Who This Book Is For Experienced
Java programmers and developers with at least
some prior experience with J2EE or Java EE
platform APIs.
Professional Java EE Design Patterns - Murat
Yener 2014-12-17
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Master Java EE design pattern implementation
to improve yourdesign skills and your
application’s architecture Professional Java EE
Design Patterns is the perfectcompanion for
anyone who wants to work more effectively with
JavaEE, and the only resource that covers both
the theory andapplication of design patterns in
solving real-world problems. Theauthors guide
readers through both the fundamental and
advancedfeatures of Java EE 7, presenting
patterns throughout, anddemonstrating how
they are used in day-to-day problem solving. As
the most popular programming language in
community-drivenenterprise software, Java EE
provides an API and runtimeenvironment that is
a superset of Java SE. Written for the juniorand
experienced Java EE developer seeking to
improve design qualityand effectiveness, the
book covers areas including: Implementation
and problem-solving with design patterns
Connection between existing Java SE design
patterns and newJava EE concepts Harnessing
the power of Java EE in design patterns
Individually-based focus that fully explores each
pattern Colorful war-stories showing how
patterns were used in thefield to solve real-life
problems Unlike most Java EE books that simply
offer descriptions orrecipes, this book drives
home the implementation of the pattern toreal
problems to ensure that the reader learns how
the patternsshould be used and to be aware of
their pitfalls. For the programmer looking for a
comprehensive guide that isactually useful in the
everyday workflow, Professional Java EEDesign
Patterns is the definitive resource on the market.
Microservices Best Practices for Java - Michael
Hofmann 2017-03-13
Microservices is an architectural style in which
large, complex software applications are
composed of one or more smaller services. Each
of these microservices focuses on completing
one task that represents a small business
capability. These microservices can be
developed in any programming language. This
IBM® Redbooks® publication covers
Microservices best practices for Java. It focuses
on creating cloud native applications using the
latest version of IBM WebSphere® Application
Server Liberty, IBM Bluemix® and other Open
Source Frameworks in the Microservices
ecosystem to highlight Microservices best

practices for Java.
Spring 5 Recipes - Marten Deinum 2017-10-11
Solve all your Spring 5 problems using complete
and real-world code examples. When you start a
new project, you’ll be able to copy the code and
configuration files from this book, and then
modify them for your needs. This can save you a
great deal of work over creating a project from
scratch. The recipes in Spring 5 Recipes cover
Spring fundamentals such as Spring IoC
container, Spring AOP/ AspectJ, and more. Other
recipes include Spring enterprise solutions for
topics such as Spring Java EE integration,
Spring Integration, Spring Batch, Spring
Remoting, messaging, transactions, and working
with big data and the cloud using Hadoop and
MongoDB. Finally, Spring web recipes cover
Spring MVC, other dynamic scripting,
integration with the popular Grails Framework
(and Groovy), REST/web services, and more.
You’ll also see recipes on new topics such as
Spring Framework 5, reactive Spring, Spring 5
microservices, the functional web framework
and much more. This book builds upon the bestselling success of the previous editions and
focuses on the latest Spring Framework features
for building enterprise Java applications. What
You'll Learn Get re-usable code recipes and
snippets for core Spring, annotations and other
development tools Access Spring MVC for web
development Work with Spring REST and
microservices for web services development and
integration into your enterprise Java applications
Use Spring Batch, NoSQL and big data for
building and integrating various cloud
computing services and resources Integrate Java
Enterprise Edition and other Java APIs for use in
Spring Use Grails code and much more Who This
Book Is For Experienced Java and Spring
programmers.
Open Source Software in
versicherungsfachlichen Anwendungen Jürgen Zehetmaier 2011
Der Einsatz von Open Source Software (OSS)
hat sich in den letzten Jahren stark verbreitet.
Mittlerweile erkennen auch
Versicherungsunternehmen, dass ein Einsatz
von OSS bei gewissen IT-Projekten sehr sinnvoll
sein kann. Das vorliegende Werk untersucht,
unter welchen Voraussetzungen sich die
Verwendung von OSS in
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versicherungsfachlichen Anwendungen als
vorteilhaft gestaltet. Dabei wird im ersten Teil
zunächst auf die veränderten Anforderungen an
die Informationstechnologie in der
Versicherungswirtschaft und auf Grundlagen
von OSS eingegangen, um deren
Einsatzmöglichkeiten aufzuzeigen. Im Anschluss
erfolgt eine Differenzierung der bei
Versicherungsunternehmen eingesetzten
Software mit Angabe bereits existierender OSSLösungen. Außerdem wird aufgezeigt, welche
Möglichkeiten der Softwarebeschaffung sich für
einen Versicherer durch die Option OSS ergeben
und wie bei der Softwareauswahl vorgegangen
werden kann. Anschließend werden vier
Praxisbeispiele ausführlich erläutert, bei denen
OSS oder hybride Mischformen mit OSS in
speziell versicherungsfachlichen Anwendungen
eingesetzt wurden. Motive für die Wahl von OSS
werden hierbei identifiziert, die theoretisch
entwickelte Vorgehensweise zur
Softwareauswahl überprüft und
Projekterfahrungen geschildert. In welchen
Fällen der Einsatz von OSS vorteilhaft sein kann
und welche Besonderheiten dabei beachtet
werden müssen, kann für
Versicherungsunternehmen neben den
theoretischen Aspekten anhand dieser
Fallstudien in Erfahrung gebracht werden. Das
Werk richtet sich an Führungskräfte und
Mitarbeiter aus den IT-Bereichen bei
Versicherungsunternehmen und
Finanzdienstleistern.
Pro Spring Security - Carlo Scarioni 2019-11-21
Build and deploy secure Spring Framework and
Spring Boot-based enterprise Java applications
with the Spring Security Framework. This book
explores a comprehensive set of functionalities
to implement industry-standard authentication
and authorization mechanisms for Java
applications. Pro Spring Security, Second
Edition has been updated to incorporate the
changes in Spring Framework 5 and Spring Boot
2. It is an advanced tutorial and reference that
guides you through the implementation of the
security features for a Java web application by
presenting consistent examples built from the
ground up. This book also provides you with a
broader look into Spring security by including
up-to-date use cases such as building a security
layer for RESTful web services and Grails

applications. What You Will LearnExplore the
scope of security and how to use the Spring
Security FrameworkMaster Spring security
architecture and design Secure the web tier in
Spring Work with alternative authentication
providersTake advantage of business objects and
logic securityExtend Spring security with other
frameworks and languagesSecure the service
layer Who This Book Is ForExperienced Spring
and Java developers with prior experience in
building Spring Framework or Boot-based
applications.
Full-Stack Web Development with Jakarta
EE and Vue.js - Daniel Andres Pelaez Lopez
2021-02-19
Harness the power of Jakarta EE to build sturdy
back ends while applying Vue.js on the front
end. The demand for modern, high-performing
enterprise web applications is growing swiftly.
The basic HTML front end is no longer enough
to meet customer demands. This book shows you
how to unlock professional full-stack web
development using Jakarta EE and Vue.js. First,
you will review the fundamental concepts of
Vue.js and essential features of Jakarta EE.
You'll then see how to build web applications
through every stage of the process, taking into
consideration requirement analysis, data model
design, code design, the UI, and technical
designs, all the way through to implementation,
testing, production deployment, and monitoring.
Towards the end of the book, you will also learn
about the key design patterns and best practices
that underpin professional full-stack web
development. Full-stack development is the way
forward on the web, and using JakartaEE and
Vue.js is a great place to start. Get up-to-speed
using this book today. What You'll Learn
Connect an application's frontend and backend
with Vue.js and Jakarta EE Build enterprise web
applications from start to finish Test, secure and
deploy your enterprise web applications Apply
common patterns when building full stack
applications Understand the current IT
architecture situation of a company, and define a
roadmap to accomplish the company goals
Create decoupled applications using software
craftsmanship ideas Who This Book Is For
Java/Jakarta EE developers who would like to
gain a stronghold on both frontend and backend
development. Basic knowledge of Java EE is
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assumed.
Pro Spring Boot 2 - Felipe Gutierrez 2018-12-12
Quickly and productively develop complex
Spring applications and microservices out of the
box, with minimal concern over things like
configurations. This revised book will show you
how to fully leverage the Spring Boot 2
technology and how to apply it to create
enterprise ready applications that just work. It
will also cover what's been added to the new
Spring Boot 2 release, including Spring
Framework 5 features like WebFlux, Security,
Actuator and the new way to expose Metrics
through Micrometer framework, and more. This
book is your authoritative hands-on practical
guide for increasing your enterprise Java and
cloud application productivity while decreasing
development time. It's a no nonsense guide with
case studies of increasing complexity throughout
the book. The author, a senior solutions
architect and Principal Technical instructor with
Pivotal, the company behind the Spring
Framework, shares his experience, insights and
first-hand knowledge about how Spring Boot
technology works and best practices. Pro Spring
Boot 2 is an essential book for your Spring
learning and reference library. What You Will
Learn Configure and use Spring Boot Use nonfunctional requirements with Spring Boot
Actuator Carry out web development with
Spring Boot Persistence with JDBC, JPA and
NoSQL Databases Messaging with JMS,
RabbitMQ and WebSockets Test and deploy with
Spring Boot A quick look at the Spring Cloud
projects Microservices and deployment to the
Cloud Extend Spring Boot by creating your own
Spring Boot Starter and @Enable feature Who
This Book Is For Experienced Spring and Java
developers seeking increased productivity gains
and decreased complexity and development time
in their applications and software services.
Spring MVC Cookbook - Alex Bretet
2016-02-25
Over 40 recipes for creating cloud-ready Java
web applications with Spring MVC About This
Book Configure Spring MVC to build logic-less
controllers that transparently support the most
advanced web techniques Build an amazing
social and financial application that applies
microservices patterns on deployment, selftestability, interoperability, cloud architectures,

and scalability Fast-paced, practical guide to
learn how to set up Spring MVC to produce
REST resources and templates as required by
the latest front-end best practices Who This
Book Is For If you are an experienced Java
developer, with prior experience in web
technologies, and want to step up in your career
and stay up-to-date or learn more about Spring
Web scalability, this book is for you. What You
Will Learn Structure your project with Maven
and create self-tested, domain-specific
deployable web archives Generate templates for
a responsive and powerful frontend with
AngularJS and Bootstrap Build a high
performance stateless RESTful and hypermedia
application to support your multiple customer
experiences Authenticate over REST with a
BASIC authentication scheme and OAuth2;
handle roles and permissions Document and
publish your REST API using Swagger and
Swagger UI Scale your Spring web application
Communicate through WebSocket and STOMP
messages Provide support to your application
and efficiently maintain its business features
with a relevant test stack In Detail Spring MVC
is a lightweight application framework that
comes with a great configuration by default.
Being part of the Spring Framework, it naturally
extended and supported it with an amazing set
of recognizable annotations. External libraries
can be plugged in and plugged out. It also
possesses a request flow. Complete support of
REST web services makes the Spring
architecture an extremely consistent choice to
support your front-end needs and Internet
transformations. From the design of your Maven
modules, you will achieve an Enterprisestandard for a stateless REST application based
on Spring and Spring MVC with this book. This
guide is unique in its style as it features a
massive overview of practical development
techniques brought together from the Spring
ecosystem, the new JEE standards, the
JavaScript revolution and Internet of Things. You
will begin with the very first steps of Spring
MVC's product design. Focused on deployment,
viability, and maintainability, you will learn the
use of Eclipse, Maven, and Git. You will walk
through the separation of concerns driven by the
microservices principles. Using Bootstrap and
AngularJS, you will develop a responsive front-
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end, capable of interacting autonomously with a
REST API. Later in the book, you will setup the
Java Persistence API (JPA) within Spring; learn
how to configure your Entities to reflect your
domain needs, and discover Spring Data
repositories. You will analyze how Spring MVC
responds to complex HTTP requests. You will
implement Hypermedia and HATEOAS to guide
your customer's stateless conversation with the
product and see how a messaging-service based
on WebSocket can be configured. Finally you
will learn how to set up and organize different
levels of automated-tests, including logging and
monitoring. Style and approach A
comprehensive, recipe-based guide to creating
stunning Java apps with Spring MVC as a result
of learning and implementing pro-level
practices, techniques, and solutions.
Professional Java for Web Applications Nicholas S. Williams 2014-02-21
The comprehensive Wrox guide for creating Java
web applications for the enterprise This guide
shows Java software developers and software
engineers how to build complex web applications
in an enterprise environment. You'll begin with
an introduction to the Java Enterprise Edition
and the basic web application, then set up a
development application server environment,
learn about the tools used in the development
process, and explore numerous Java
technologies and practices. The book covers
industry-standard tools and technologies,
specific technologies, and underlying
programming concepts. Java is an essential
programming language used worldwide for both
Android app development and enterprise-level
corporate solutions As a step-by-step guide or a
general reference, this book provides an all-inone Java development solution Explains Java
Enterprise Edition 7 and the basic web
application, how to set up a development
application server environment, which tools are
needed during the development process, and
how to apply various Java technologies Covers
new language features in Java 8, such as
Lambda Expressions, and the new Java 8 Date &
Time API introduced as part of JSR 310,
replacing the legacy Date and Calendar APIs
Demonstrates the new, fully-duplex WebSocket
web connection technology and its support in
Java EE 7, allowing the reader to create rich,

truly interactive web applications that can push
updated data to the client automatically
Instructs the reader in the configuration and use
of Log4j 2.0, Spring Framework 4 (including
Spring Web MVC), Hibernate Validator,
RabbitMQ, Hibernate ORM, Spring Data,
Hibernate Search, and Spring Security Covers
application logging, JSR 340 Servlet API 3.1, JSR
245 JavaServer Pages (JSP) 2.3 (including
custom tag libraries), JSR 341 Expression
Language 3.0, JSR 356 WebSocket API 1.0, JSR
303/349 Bean Validation 1.1, JSR 317/338 Java
Persistence API (JPA) 2.1, full-text searching
with JPA, RESTful and SOAP web services,
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP),
and OAuth Professional Java for Web
Applications is the complete Wrox guide for
software developers who are familiar with Java
and who are ready to build high-level enterprise
Java web applications.
Beginning Jakarta EE - Peter Späth
2019-08-31
Build Java-based enterprise applications using
the open source Eclipse Jakarta EE platform.
This feature-packed book teaches you enterprise
Java development top to bottom. It covers Java
web-tier development using servlets, JavaServer
Faces (JSF), RESTful applications, and JSON.
You’ll also cover Java data-tier development
using persistence and transaction handling,
messaging services, remote procedure calls,
concurrency, and security to round out a
complete Java-based enterprise application. Step
by step and easy to follow, Beginning Jakarta EE
includes many practical examples. Written by a
Java expert and consultant, this book contains
the best information possible on enterprise Java
technologies. You’ll see that Jakarta EE is the
next evolution of Java EE 8 and how it is one of
the leading Java platforms for enterprise
application development. What You Will
LearnBuild enterprise Java applications using
Jakarta EESet up your development
environmentCreate page-flow web applications
with JSF Write single-page web applications with
REST and JSONPersist data using JPA in Jakarta
EEBuild enterprise Java modules using EJBs and
CDI Work with transaction engines using JTA
Secure, log, and monitor your Jakarta EE
applications Who This Book Is For Beginning
Java EE application developers with some
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experience of Java 8.
Beginning POJOs - Brian Sam-Bodden
2006-11-21
*ONLY Beginning-level book that introduces
major Open Source Java tools and frameworks
from scratch *Covers the most successful and
prevalent open source and some lightweight
tools and frameworks, like Spring, JBoss,
Hibernate, Tapestry, Ant, and more *Shows how
to build an enterprise application, end-to-end,
integrating the different open source
frameworks, including rapid enterprise Java
application development
Spring Batch in Action - Arnaud Cogoluegnes
2011-09-30
Summary Spring Batch in Action is an in-depth
guide to writing batch applications using Spring
Batch. Written for developers who have basic
knowledge of Java and the Spring lightweight
container, the book provides both a bestpractices approach to writing batch jobs and
comprehensive coverage of the Spring Batch
framework. About the Technology Even though
running batch jobs is a common task, there's no
standard way to write them. Spring Batch is a
framework for writing batch applications in Java.
It includes reusable components and a solid
runtime environment, so you don't have to start
a new project from scratch. And it uses Spring's
familiar programming model to simplify
configuration and implementation, so it'll be
comfortably familiar to most Java developers.
About the Book Spring Batch in Action is a
thorough, in-depth guide to writing efficient
batch applications. Starting with the basics, it
discusses the best practices of batch jobs along
with details of the Spring Batch framework.
You'll learn by working through dozens of
practical, reusable examples in key areas like
monitoring, tuning, enterprise integration, and
automated testing. No prior batch programming
experience is required. Basic knowledge of Java
and Spring is assumed. Purchase of the print
book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub,
and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available
is all code from the book. What's Inside Batch
programming from the ground up Implementing
data components Handling errors during batch
processing Automating tedious tasks Table of
Contents PART 1 BACKGROUND Introducing
Spring Batch Spring Batch concepts PART 2

CORE SPRING BATCH Batch configuration
Running batch jobs Reading data Writing data
Processing data Implementing bulletproof jobs
Transaction management PART 3 ADVANCED
SPRING BATCH Controlling execution
Enterprise integration Monitoring jobs Scaling
and parallel processing Testing batch
applications
EJB 3 in Action - Reza Rahman 2014-04-06
Summary Building on the bestselling first
edition, EJB 3 in Action, Second Edition tackles
EJB 3.2 head-on, through numerous code
samples, real-life scenarios, and illustrations.
This book is a fast-paced tutorial for Java EE 6
business component development using EJB 3.2,
JPA 2, and CDI. Besides covering the basics of
EJB 3.2, this book includes in-depth EJB 3.2
internal implementation details, best practices,
design patterns, and performance tuning tips.
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook
in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Book The EJB 3
framework provides a standard way to capture
business logic in manageable server-side
modules, making it easier to write, maintain, and
extend Java EE applications. EJB 3.2 provides
more enhancements and intelligent defaults and
integrates more fully with other Java
technologies, such as CDI, to make development
even easier. EJB 3 in Action, Second Edition is a
fast-paced tutorial for Java EE business
component developers using EJB 3.2, JPA, and
CDI. It tackles EJB head-on through numerous
code samples, real-life scenarios, and
illustrations. Beyond the basics, this book
includes internal implementation details, best
practices, design patterns, performance tuning
tips, and various means of access including Web
Services, REST Services, and WebSockets.
Readers need to know Java. No prior experience
with EJB or Java EE is assumed. What's Inside
Fully revised for EJB 3.2 POJO persistence with
JPA 2.1 Dependency injection and bean
management with CDI 1.1 Interactive
application with WebSocket 1.0 About the
Authors Debu Panda, Reza Rahman, Ryan
Cuprak, and Michael Remijan are seasoned Java
architects, developers, authors, and community
leaders. Debu and Reza coauthored the first
edition of EJB 3 in Action. Table of Contents
PART 1 OVERVIEW OF THE EJB LANDSCAPE
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What's what in EJB 3 A first taste of EJB PART 2
WORKING WITH EJB COMPONENTS Building
business logic with session beans Messaging and
developing MDBs EJB runtime context,
dependency injection,and crosscutting logic
Transactions and security Scheduling and timers
Exposing EJBs as web services PART 3 USING
EJB WITH JPA AND CDI JPA entities Managing
entities JPQL Using CDI with EJB 3 PART 4
PUTTING EJB INTO ACTION Packaging EJB 3
applications Using WebSockets with EJB 3
Testing and EJB
Beginning Spring 5 - Joseph B. Ottinger
2019-09-06
Get started with Spring Framework 5 and its
ecosystem, with a guide to the working practices
in modern development. Authors Joseph Ottinger
and Andrew Lombardi will teach you how to use
the Spring Framework to build Java-based
applications, web applications, and
microservices. You’ll see how Spring has
drastically and positively affected the way we
program and design applications in Java.
Beginning Spring 5 discusses how you can build
apps with the Spring mindset and what the
benefits of that mindset are. Along the way you
will learn many aspects of the Spring ecosystem
with easy-to-understand applications designed to
teach you not only the technology, but also the
practices that benefit the most from Spring.
What You Will LearnDiscover the most common
use cases encountered in the real world Create
reliable, tested, modular software, building skills
that will translate well across all languages and
environments. Integrate and use data access and
persistence frameworks such as Hibernate, JPA,
and MongoDB Program functional or reactive
Java with the latest Spring 5 features including
WebFlux Who This Book Is For Those who are
new to Spring or for those who have experience
with Spring but want to learn what's new in
Spring 5. This book assumes you have some
prior coding experience in Java at least.
Java Professional Interview Guide - Mandar
Maheshwar Jog 2021-08-24
An Ultimate Solution to Crack Java interview
KEY FEATURES ● Start identifying responses
for various interviews for Java architecture. ●
Solutions to real Java scenarios and applications
across the industry. ● Understand the various
perspectives of Java concepts from the

interviewer's point of view. DESCRIPTION Java
Professional Interview Guide aims at helping
engineers who want to work in Java. The book
covers nearly every aspect of Java, right from
the fundamentals of core Java to advanced
features such as lambdas and functional
programming. Each concept's topics begin with
an overview, followed by a discussion of the
interview questions. Additionally, the book
discusses the frameworks, Hibernate and
Spring. The questions included in each topic will
undoubtedly help you feel more confident during
the technical interview, which will increase your
chances of being selected. You will gain an
understanding of both the interviewer and the
interviewee's psychology. This book will help you
build a solid foundation of Java, the Java
architecture, and how to answer questions about
Java's internal operations. You will begin to
experience interview questions that cover all of
Java's major concepts, from object orientation to
collections. You will be able to investigate how
objects are constructed and what the
fundamental properties of OOPs are.
Additionally, you will learn how to handle
exceptions and work with files and collections.
We'll cover advanced topics like functional
programming and design patterns in the final
chapters. The section also covers questions on
Java web application development. Finally, you
will be able to learn how to answer questions
using industry-standard frameworks like Spring
and Hibernate. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ● How
to prepare before an actual technical interview?
● You will learn how to understand an
interviewer's mindset. ● What kind of questions
can be asked and how can they be answered? ●
How to deal with cross-examination questions in
an interview. ● How can the interviewer
reframe the questions and how can you provide
solutions? WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is
intended for both new and experienced
candidates preparing for the Java Developer
Interview. Although the book provides an
overview of all Java and J2EE concepts, prior
knowledge of basic Java is required. TABLE OF
CONTENTS 1. The Preparation Beyond
Technology 2. Architecture of Java 3. Object
Orientation in Java 4. Handling Exception 5. File
Handling 6. Concurrency 7. JDBC 8. Collections
9. Miscellaneous 10. Functional Programming
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11. Design Patterns 12. Basics of Web 13. Spring
and Spring Boot 14. Hibernate
Professional Oracle WebLogic Server - Gregory
Nyberg 2010-12-20
Authoritative guide to Oracle WebLogic Serverfrom Oracle insiders If you're an experienced
Java developer who wants to expand your skills,
Professional Oracle WebLogic Server is the
perfect guide for you. This book is written by a
top-notch author team that that includes one of
the lead architects from Oracle’s Fusion
Middleware Development Architects team.
Follow their best practices, workarounds, and
sound techniques and confidently develop even
the most mission-critical applications with
WebLogic Server. This book fully covers
WebLogic Server 11g, including the new
features of both JEE 5 and WebLogic Server, as
well as JEE 5 annotations, Spring, JPA, JAX-WS,
JMS Store-And-Forward, SAML support, and the
WLST administrative scripting tool. This book is
the authoritative guide to Choosing a Web
application architecture Best practices for
development and production environments
Designing an Java EE application Building
Enterprise JavaBeans in WebLogic Server
Building an EJB application Packaging and
deploying WebLogic web applications
Developing and deploying web services Using
WebLogic JMS Using WebLogic security
Administering and deploying applications in
WebLogic Server Optimizing WebLogic Server
performance
Developing Middleware in Java EE 8 - Abdalla
Mahmoud 2018-06-30
Use Java features such as JAX-RS, EJBs, and
JPAs to build powerful middleware for newer
architectures such as the cloud Key Features
Explore EJBs to build middleware solutions for
enterprise and distributed applications
Understand middleware designs such as eventbased and message-driven web services Learn to
design and maintain large-scale systems and
vendor disputes Book Description Middleware is
the infrastructure in software based applications
that enables businesses to solve problems,
operate more efficiently, and make money. As
the use of middleware extends beyond a single
application, the importance of having it written
by experts increases substantially. This book will
help you become an expert in developing

middleware for a variety of applications. The
book starts off by exploring the latest Java EE 8
APIs with newer features and managing
dependencies with CDI 2.0. You will learn to
implement object-to-relational mapping using
JPA 2.1 and validate data using bean validation.
You will also work with different types of EJB to
develop business logic, and with design RESTful
APIs by utilizing different HTTP methods and
activating JAX-RS features in enterprise
applications. You will learn to secure your
middleware with Java Security 1.0 and
implement various authentication techniques,
such as OAuth authentication. In the concluding
chapters, you will use various test technologies,
such as JUnit and Mockito, to test applications,
and Docker to deploy your enterprise
applications. By the end of the book, you will be
proficient in developing robust, effective, and
distributed middleware for your business. What
you will learn Implement the latest Java EE 8
APIs and manage dependencies with CDI 2.0
Perform CRUD operations and access databases
with JPA 2.1 Use bean validation API 2.0 to
validate data Develop business logic with EJB
3.2 Incorporate the REST architecture and
RESTful API design patterns Perform
serialization and deserialization on JSON
documents using JSON-B Utilize JMS for
messaging and queuing models and securing
applications Test applications using JUnit and
Mockito and deploy them using Docker Who this
book is for Enterprise architects, designers,
developers, and programmers who are
interested in learning how to build robust
middleware solutions for enterprise software will
find this book useful. Prior knowledge of Java EE
is essential
Real World Java Ee Night Hacks Dissecting
the Business Tier - Adam Bien 2011
The surprisingly successful book Real World Java
EE Patterns-Rethinking Best Practices
[press.adam-bien.com] discusses the rethinking
of legacy J2EE patterns. Now, Real World Java
EE Night Hacks walks you through the Java EE 6
best practices and patterns used to create a real
world application called "x-ray." X-ray is a highperformance blog statistics application built with
nothing but vanilla Java EE 6 leveraging the
synergies between the JAX-RS, EJB 3.1, JPA 2,
and CDI 1.0 APIs. Foreword by James Gosling,
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Father of Java
Artificial General Intelligence - Jürgen
Schmidhuber 2011-07-19
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 4th International Conference on Artificial
General Intelligence, AGI 2011, held in
Mountain View, CA, USA, in August 2011. The
28 revised full papers and 26 short papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 103
submissions. The papers are written by leading
academic and industry researchers involved in
scientific and engineering work and focus on the
creation of AI systems possessing general
intelligence at the human level and beyond.
Pro CDI 2 in Java EE 8 - Jan Beernink
2019-09-06
In Pro CDI 2 in Java EE 8, use CDI and the CDI
2.0 to automatically manage the life cycle of
your enterprise Java, Java EE, or Jakarta EE
application’s beans using predefined scopes and
define custom life cycles using scopes. In this
book, you will see how you can implement
dynamic and asynchronous communication
between separate beans in your application with
CDI events. The authors explain how to add new
capabilities to the CDI platform by implementing
these capabilities as extensions. They show you
how to use CDI in a Java SE environment with
the new CDI initialization and configuration API,
and how to dynamically modify the configuration
of beans at application startup by using dynamic
bean building. This book is compatible with the
new open source Eclipse Jakarta EE platform
and tools. What You Will Learn Use qualifier
annotations to inject specific bean
implementations Programmatically retrieve bean
instances from the CDI container in both Java SE
and Java EE when injecting them into an object
isn’t possible Dynamically replace beans using
the @Alternative annotation to, for example,
replace a bean with a mock version for testing
Work with annotation literals to get instances of
annotations to use with the CDI API Discover
how scopes and events interact Who This Book
Is For Those who have some experience with
CDI, but may not have experience with some of
the more advanced features in CDI.
Real World Java Ee Patterns-Rethinking
Best Practices - Adam Bien 2012-09-01
Real World Java EE Patterns - Rethinking Best
Practices (http: //realworldpatterns.com)

discusses patterns and best practices in a
structured way, with code from real world
projects. The rewritten and re-edited version of
this book covers: an introduction into the core
principles and APIs of Java EE 6, principles of
transactions, isolation levels, CAP and BASE,
remoting, pragmatic modularization and
structure of Java EE applications, discussion of
superfluous patterns and outdated best
practices, patterns for domain driven and
service oriented components, custom scopes,
asynchronous processing and parallelization,
real time HTTP events, schedulers, REST
optimizations, plugins and monitoring tools, and
fully functional JCA 1.6 implementation. Real
World Java EE Patterns--Rethinking Best
Practices will not only help experienced
developers and architects to write concise code,
but especially help you to shrink the codebase to
unbelievably small sizes: -).
The J2EE Architect's Handbook - Derek C.
Ashmore 2004
This handbook is a concise guide to architecting,
designing and building J2EE applications. This
handbook will guide the technical architect
through the entire J2EE project including
identifying business requirements, performing
use-case analysis, object and data modeling, and
guiding a development team during
construction. Whether you are about to architect
your first J2EE application or are looking for
ways to keep your projects on-time and onbudget, you will refer to this handbook again
and again.
Software Architecture Design Patterns in
Java - Partha Kuchana 2004-04-27
Software engineering and computer science
students need a resource that explains how to
apply design patterns at the enterprise level,
allowing them to design and implement systems
of high stability and quality. Software
Architecture Design Patterns in Java is a
detailed explanation of how to apply design
patterns and develop software architectures. It
provides in-depth examples in Java, and guides
students by detailing when, why, and how to use
specific patterns. This textbook presents 42
design patterns, including 23 GoF patterns.
Categories include: Basic, Creational,
Collectional, Structural, Behavioral, and
Concurrency, with multiple examples for each.
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The discussion of each pattern includes an
example implemented in Java. The source code
for all examples is found on a companion Web
site. The author explains the content so that it is
easy to understand, and each pattern discussion
includes Practice Questions to aid instructors.
The textbook concludes with a case study that
pulls several patterns together to demonstrate
how patterns are not applied in isolation, but
collaborate within domains to solve complicated
problems.
Professional Java Development with the
Spring Framework - Rod Johnson 2007-08-27
The Spring Framework is a major open source
application development framework that makes
Java/J2EE(TM) development easier and more
productive. This book shows you not only what
Spring can do but why, explaining its
functionality and motivation to help you use all
parts of the framework to develop successful
applications. You will be guided through all the
Spring features and see how they form a
coherent whole. In turn, this will help you
understand the rationale for Spring's approach,
when to use Spring, and how to follow best
practices. All this is illustrated with a complete
sample application. When you finish the book,
you will be well equipped to use Spring
effectively in everything from simple Web
applications to complex enterprise applications.
What you will learn from this book * The core
Inversion of Control container and the concept
of Dependency Injection * Spring's Aspect
Oriented Programming (AOP) framework and
why AOP is important in J2EE development *
How to use Spring's programmatic and
declarative transaction management services
effectively * Ways to access data using Spring's
JDBC functionality, iBATIS SQL Maps,
Hibernate, and other O/R mapping frameworks *
Spring services for accessing and implementing
EJBs * Spring's remoting framework Who this
book is for This book is for Java/J2EE architects
and developers who want to gain a deeper
knowledge of the Spring Framework and use it
effectively. Wrox Professional guides are
planned and written by working programmers to
meet the real-world needs of programmers,
developers, and IT professionals. Focused and
relevant, they address the issues technology
professionals face every day. They provide

examples, practical solutions, and expert
education in new technologies, all designed to
help programmers do a better job.
Pro Java EE Spring Patterns - Dhrubojyoti Kayal
2008-09-24
“The Java™ landscape is littered with libraries,
tools, and specifications. What’s been lacking is
the expertise to fuse them into solutions to
real–world problems. These patterns are the
intellectual mortar for J2EE software
construction.” —John Vlissides, coauthor of
Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable
Object–Oriented Software Pro Java™ EE Spring
Patterns focuses on enterprise patterns, best
practices, design strategies, and proven
solutions using key Java EE technologies
including JavaServer Pages™, Servlets,
Enterprise JavaBeans™, and Java Message
Service APIs. This Java EE patterns resource,
catalog, and guide, with its patterns and
numerous strategies, documents and promotes
best practices for these technologies,
implemented in a very pragmatic way using the
Spring Framework and its counters. This title
Introduces Java EE application design and
Spring framework fundamentals Describes a
catalog of patterns used across the three tiers of
a typical Java EE application Provides
implementation details and analyses each
pattern with benefits and concerns Describes
the application of these patterns in a practical
application scenario
Pro JSP 2 - Simon Brown 2006-11-05
* J2EE 5 compliant - Pro JSP 2 will be latest/first
book that contains JSP 2.1 that’s in the new J2EE
5 platform. * Covers integration and use with
open source projects such as Apache Struts, Ant,
XDoclet, JUnit, and Cactus. It also includes all
the rich features of JSP 2 as well as adds
JavaServer Faces (JSF) interoperability and
integration with JSP. * Shows the reader best
persistence options, security means,
performance optimization, and design patterns
and best practices.
Pro Java EE Spring Patterns - Dhrubojyoti
Kayal 2008-08-21
“The Java™ landscape is littered with libraries,
tools, and specifications. What’s been lacking is
the expertise to fuse them into solutions to
real–world problems. These patterns are the
intellectual mortar for J2EE software
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construction.” —John Vlissides, coauthor of
Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable
Object–Oriented Software Pro Java™ EE Spring
Patterns focuses on enterprise patterns, best
practices, design strategies, and proven
solutions using key Java EE technologies
including JavaServer Pages™, Servlets,
Enterprise JavaBeans™, and Java Message
Service APIs. This Java EE patterns resource,
catalog, and guide, with its patterns and
numerous strategies, documents and promotes
best practices for these technologies,
implemented in a very pragmatic way using the
Spring Framework and its counters. This title
Introduces Java EE application design and
Spring framework fundamentals Describes a
catalog of patterns used across the three tiers of
a typical Java EE application Provides
implementation details and analyses each
pattern with benefits and concerns Describes
the application of these patterns in a practical
application scenario
Design Patterns - Erich Gamma 1995
Software -- Software Engineering.
The Definitive Guide to Grails - Graeme
Rocher 2009-02-19
The rise of Ruby on Rails has signified a huge
shift in how we build web applications today; it
is a fantastic framework with a growing
community. There is, however, space for another
such framework that integrates seamlessly with
Java. Thousands of companies have invested in
Java, and these same companies are losing out
on the benefits of a Rails–like framework. Enter
Grails. Grails is not just a Rails clone. It aims to
provide a Rails–like environment that is more
familiar to Java developers and employs idioms
that Java developers are comfortable using,
making the adjustment in mentality to a dynamic
framework less of a jump. The concepts within
Grails, like interceptors, tag libs, and Groovy
Server Pages (GSP), make those in the Java
community feel right at home. Grails' foundation
is on solid open source technologies such as
Spring, Hibernate, and SiteMesh, which gives it
even more potential in the Java space: Spring
provides powerful inversion of control and MVC,
Hibernate brings a stable, mature object
relational mapping technology with the ability to
integrate with legacy systems, and SiteMesh
handles flexible layout control and page

decoration. Grails complements these with
additional features that take advantage of the
coding–by–convention paradigm such as
dynamic tag libraries, Grails object relational
mapping, Groovy Server Pages, and scaffolding.
Graeme Rocher, Grails lead and founder, and
Jeff Brown bring you completely up–to–date with
their authoritative and fully comprehensive
guide to the Grails framework. You'll get to know
all the core features, services, and Grails
extensions via plug–ins, and understand the
roles that Groovy and Grails are playing in the
changing Web.
Design Patterns Java Workbook - Steven John
Metsker 2002
This workbook approach deepens
understanding, builds confidence, and
strengthens readers' skills. It covers all five
categories of design pattern intent: interfaces,
responsibility, construction, operations, and
extensions.
Pro Spring MVC: With Web Flow - Marten
Deinum 2012-10-06
Pro Spring MVC provides in-depth coverage of
Spring MVC and Spring Web Flow, two highly
customizable and powerful web frameworks
brought to you by the developers and community
of the Spring Framework. Spring MVC is a
modern web application framework built upon
the Spring Framework, and Spring Web Flow is
a project that complements Spring MVC for
building reusable web controller modules that
encapsulate rich page navigation rules. Along
with detailed analysis of the code and
functionality, plus the first published coverage of
Spring Web Flow 2.x, this book includes
numerous tips and tricks to help you get the
most out of Spring MVC, Spring Web Flow, and
web development in general. Spring MVC and
Spring Web Flow have been upgraded in the
new Spring Framework 3.1 and are engineered
with important considerations for design
patterns and expert object-oriented
programming techniques. This book explains not
only the design decisions of the frameworks, but
also how you can apply similar designs and
techniques to your own code. This book takes
great care in covering every inch of Spring MVC
and Spring Web Flow to give you the complete
picture. Along with all the best known features
of these frameworks, you’ll discover some new
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hidden treasures. You’ll also learn how to
correctly and safely extend the frameworks to
create customized solutions. This book is for
anyone who wishes to write robust, modern, and
useful web applications with the Spring
Framework.
Cloud Native Spring in Action - Thomas Vitale
2022-12-20
Cloud Native Spring in Action teaches you
effective Spring and Kubernetes cloud
development techniques that you can
immediately apply to enterprise-grade
applications. To really benefit from the reliability
and scalability you get with cloud platforms,
your applications need to be designed for that
environment. Cloud Native Spring in Action is a
practical guide for planning, designing, and
building your first cloud native apps using the
powerful, industry-standard Spring framework
Cloud Native Spring in Action teaches you
effective Spring and Kubernetes cloud
development techniques that you can
immediately apply to enterprise-grade
applications. As you develop an online bookshop,
you'll learn how to build and test a cloud native
app with Spring, containerize it with Docker,
and deploy it to the public cloud with
Kubernetes. Including coverage of security,
continuous delivery, and configuration, this
hands-on guide is the perfect primer for
navigating the increasingly complex cloud
landscape. Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats
from Manning Publications.

Practical JSF in Java EE 8 - Michael Müller
2018-05-29
Master the Java EE 8 and JSF (JavaServer Faces)
APIs and web framework with this practical,
projects-driven guide to web development. This
book combines theoretical background with a
practical approach by building four real-world
applications. By developing these JSF web
applications, you'll take a tour through the other
Java EE technologies such as JPA, CDI, Security,
WebSockets, and more. In Practical JSF in Java
EE 8, you will learn to use the JavaServer Faces
web framework in Java EE 8 to easily construct a
web-based user interface from a set of reusable
components. Next, you add JSF event handling
and then link to a database, persist data, and
add security and the other bells and whistles
that the Java EE 8 platform has to offer. After
reading this book you will have a good
foundation in Java-based web development and
will have increased your proficiency in
sophisticated Java EE 8 web development using
the JSF framework. What You Will Learn Use the
Java EE 8 and the JavaServer Faces APIs to build
Java-based web applications through four
practical real-world case studies Process user
input with JSF and the expression language by
building a calculator application Persist data
using JSF templating and Java Persistence to
manage an inventory of books Create and
manage an alumni database using JSF, Ajax, web
services and Java EE 8's security features. Who
This Book Is For Those new to Java EE 8 and
JSF. Some prior experience with Java is
recommended.
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